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Cells is an arcade style game with the core objective of defending a tower against waves of on-coming enemies. Each level is randomly-generated, with your defences also randomly-generated, meaning you'll be trying to find a mixture of defences that best suit your strategy. The
player with the highest score (as determined by the game) wins the round. Additional game modes include arcade, survival and time attack. Multiple difficulty settings allow this game to be played at many different levels. Controls: Point-and-Click: mouse to move your units, click
on units to assign them to the next available action. Hold and drag to reorder units. Defence Buildings: Click to place these at strategic places. These will block incoming attacks and provide a bonus if your own units are in range. Click on units to assign them to the next available
action. Tactics: This mode adds a bar at the top of the screen showing the current difficulty level. Select the level of difficulty you want to use (easy, medium or hard). Multiplayer: A limited amount of players are allowed. Gameplay Tips Strategy and balancing for the game are
based around one very important factor: keep your basic building defences up. The towers in this game can be freely moved around the map and there are no special defensive buildings. Your units can switch between defensive and offensive roles when the need arises. The
game has a'math mode' (Enable/Disable) that can assist you in this regard. When in this mode if you click on the unit in question, the unit in question will not do anything (the movement distance will be infinite for that unit). Please do this only if you're unsure of what to do. At the
end of the round (or in Survival mode) the game will render a 'heat map' for you, this should assist you in deciding what you should be building and where to place your defences. Main Features: Allows 4-players to play against each other at the same time 'Cells' - the game mode,
in a tower defence style, where the player with the highest score at the end of the round wins the game. There are 3 different difficulties to choose from. 'Arcade' - the standard mode, where the player with the highest score at the end of the round wins the game. 'Survival' - The
game mode, where the player with the highest score at the end of the round wins the game. In survival mode you have to use a
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Aenaon Features Key:

A fun, fast, and furious C&R game 
The ability to control the game on screen 
Random levels, AI, weapons, endings, and difficulty
4 difficulty levels, and achievements 

 

Zyne Game Key Features:

A fun, fast, and furious C&R game 
Ability to play as up to 3 characters at once 
Random levels, AI, weapons, endings, and difficulty
4 difficulty levels, and achievements 
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